Robert Hillestad Textiles Gallery Calendar

Celebration of Youth XIX: Exploding Boundaries September 17-October 12, 2012
Items selected from top winners at the 2012 Nebraska State Fair 4-H in Clothing, Home Environment, and Quilt Quest areas. Artists are between 10 and 19 years old and demonstrate the creative promise of Nebraska youth today.

Drawn to Fashion: the Illustrations of Mary Mitchell October 22-November 30, 2012
Omaha resident Mary Mitchell worked as a fashion illustrator for some of Nebraska’s top apparel retailers, in the 1960s and 1970s. At a moment of great social and cultural change she worked the front line of apparel merchandising here in the heartland. This exhibition reveals the critical eye and nuanced hand of an artist intrigued by the possibilities that choice fabrics, smart silhouettes and the right accessories represented.

Students and invited artists respond to antecedents to DIY culture through examination of historical and contemporary texts to create new artifacts integrating experiments in building simple circuits.

Printed Impressions: Source and Speculation January 28–March 1, 2013
This collaborative exhibition features printed garments from the Historic Costume Collection inspiring students in textile design courses to create related fabrics and repeat designs.

Woven Art of Indonesia: Makers, Meaning and Significance March 11-April 5, 2013
Textiles are from the collections of Carolyn Kitterer, Lincoln, NE, the Historic Textile Collection of UNL, Nebraska Hall, the personal collection of the curator and Wendy Weiss are exhibited. Showcased are the culturally significant weaving methods and materials that pass from generation to generation in the archipelagos of Indonesia. Barbara Turner curates this exhibition in partial fulfillment of her thesis work.

Renewable Dreaming April 15-May 3, 2013
Advanced students in fashion and textile design working with professors Wendy Weiss and Barbara Trout exhibit their vision of a sustainable future.

Constructing History: Structures and Silhouettes May 13-June 28
People experienced enormous changes during their lives in the last decade of the 19th century and the first quarter of the 20th century. Molly McPherson uses period dress from the Historical Costume Collection and recreated garments to remind us of how clothing and lifestyles, changed during that time frame. Molly McPherson creates this exhibition in partial fulfillment of her thesis work.

For the Body, For the Soul: African Textiles and Costumes from the Natalie Hahn Collection July 15-September 20, 2013
CEHS alumna Natalie Hahn, worked with the United Nations for 40 years, primarily in Africa. She founded The Malaika Foundation in Nebraska, nurturing a longtime passion for Africa, which helped to grow her love of African textiles and costumes.

This exhibition pays tribute to Dr. Hahn’s commitment to international understanding and to the diverse traditions and practices of African cultures.
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